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THE SPACE STRUCTURE NEAR A BLOW-UP POINT 
FOR SEMILINEAR HEAT EQUATIONS: 
A FORMAL APPROACH 
Рассматриваются положительные решения полулинейных параболи­
ческих уравнений ut — uxx=uP, р>1, и щ — ихх=еи при — о о < я < + оо, £>0, *. . . 
которые обостряются в единственной точке х=0 в конечный момент време­
ни t=T>0. Посредством формальных методов дано описание типов воз­
можного асимптотического поведения решений при (ж, f) (0, t). 
§ 1. Introduction 
In this paper we shall consider positive solutions of the semilinear equa­
tions 
(1.1a) ut—uxx=uv, — o o < £ < + o o ? £>0, p > l , 
(1.1b) Ut~Uxx=-eu, - о о < я < + оо , t>Q. 
Since the arguments which follow are very similar for both equations, these 
will be devoloped in parallel. Formulae and statements corresponding to 
(1.1a) (resp. to (1.1b)) will be labeled with the letter a (resp. with letter b).. 
We shall assume that there is a single-paint blow-up at ж=Ю and t=Tr. 
in the sense that 
lim sup и (0, t) = + o o . 
Moreover, we shall also suppose that the following assumptions hold 
(1.2a) l im(7 1 -0 1 / ( p - 1 ) ^(^0 = ( i 5 - l ) - 1 / ( p U l ) 
uniformly for \x\ <С(Г— t) 1 / 2 and any C>0; 
(1.2b) П т [ и ( я , О + 1 п ( ' Г - О Н 0 
uniformly for \x\<C(T—t)1/2 and any C>0 . 
Conditions^ under which (1.2a) holds can be found in [1] — [6]. As to (1.2b),, 
see [7] — [9]; In some of these papers equations (1.1a) or (1.1b) are consi­
dered in bounded domains rather than in the whole line as here. However, 
we shall keep to this last framework for convenience. 
We now proceed to describe our results. These are of a formal nature, 
since they are derived (without proof) by the method of matched asymptotic 
expansions. We need to introduce some notations, and to this end, the follo­
wing changes of variables are performed 
(1.3a) y=x(T-t)-i/2, т = - 1 п ( Г - 0 , 
(1:4a) u{x,t)^{T-t)-u^®{y,T), 1 
Ш 
(1.5a) © = P F - 1 / ( p - " ; 
(1.3b) y=x{T-t)-''\ т = - 1 п ( Г - г ) , 
(1.4b) u(x,t)=-ln(T-t)+G>(y, г ) , 
(1.5b) Ф — I n W. 
Notice that we are denoting by W=W(y, т) the two auxiliary functions in 
(1.5a), (1.5b). We then obtain that W should solve 
(1.6a) W^Wyy- — yWy+W E^^—(p-i)t 
2 p—1 W 
1 W 2 (1.6b) Wx=Wyy - — yWy+W - - 1. 
Assimptions (1.2) read now 
(1.7a) lim W(y, x)=p—1, uniformly on sets | г / | ^ С , 
T-»-0O 
(1.7b) lim W(y, T) = 1 uniformly on sets | * / | ^ C 
T - > оо 
Taking into account (1.7), we define г|)(г/, т) as follows 
(1.8a) W(y,x) = (p-l)+q(y,x), 
(1.8b) W(y,x)=l+^(y,x). 
By (1.7), if>(z/, т ) -^0 as т-^°°. We shall see that three kinds of possible 





= ( 2 п / 2 ( я ) Д ( / г ! ) 1 / а ) - 1 and Bn(s) is the standard n-th Hermite poly­
nomial. Then we obtain that, for (1.1a), if>(z/, т) may behave to the first 
order in one of the following manners 
(1.10a) гр0(г/, г ) = 0 as т - > о о ? 
(1.11a) 1р 2 (г / , т ) « - — • - a s 
22p т 
(1.12a) v tyn(y, i)^k exp [ (1—n/2)x]H n (y) as т-^°°, rc=3, 4, . . . . 
Here к is a free constant, depending on the data corresponding to any solu­
tion. As to (1.1b), we have 
(1.10b) г|)0(г/, т ) = 0 as т + ° ° , 
(nib) ЫУ^)^-
 9VA




(1.12b) ^n{y, т)~&ехр [(1-тг/2)т]Я п (г/) as т-*°°, тг=3, 4 , . . . ; 
Л: being a free constant as before. As a matter of fact, we shall derive higher-
order expansions corresponding to (1.10) — (1.12) (cf. (4.6), (4.15) below). 
Let us briefly remark the previous results. To begin with, (1.10) is sa­
tisfied by the explicit solutions 
u(x, t) - [ (p-l) (T-t) ] - 1 / ^ - 1 > (for (1.1a)), 
u(z,t)=*-]n(T-t) (for (1.1b)), 
and we conject that these are the only solutions behaving in this way. The 
asymptotic behaviour of type (1.11a) was obtained by a different formal 
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method in [10] (for p=3) and in [1], [3] for the case p > l , and that of 
type (1.11b) was obtained in [11], cf. references in [5], [6] , [12]. In seve­
ral papers [5], [10], [13] asymptotic behaviour of the type (1.11a) was 
pointed but by numerical methods. For (1.11b) numerical results are given 
in [11], [5] . Related rigorous upper bounds can be found in [5] for (1.1a) 
and in [14], [5] for (1.1b). Recently, the existence of solutions behaving 
as in (1.11b) has been proved in [8] . In our opinion, the main contribution 
of this note consists in pointing out the possibility of the behaviours descri­
bed in (1.12). Notice that our method here is quite different from techniques 
previously used to obtain the discrete set of non-rnonotone, self-similar blo­
wing-up solutions of quasilinear heat equations as 
ut=div{uaDu)+u* and ut=div(\Du\aDu)+u*, 
where o>0 , ( J>o+l are fixed (cf. [15], [16] for the first equation and 
[17] — for the second one; see also a full list of references in [12, Chapt, 
IV] ) . We finally point out that our approach can be applied in a variety of 
situations. For instance, in [18] we use it to study how nonnegative solutions 
approach an extinction time in the semilinear equation 
ut=uxx—izp, —oo<x<+<x>, £>0, 0<р<1. : 
§ 2 . First-order expansions 
Substituting (1.8) into (1.6), we obtain for if) 
(2.1a) ф т = ф у
У
 - — У^у+Ц - • 
(2.1b) b=bv-4-y$y+y-2 * Г У 1+г|з 
We now assume that \f>(i/, x) can be written as 
(2.2) t ( ^ ) = L ^ ) f l „ b ) . 
We need to introduce some notation. Set 
'<f,g>=iny)g(y)e-v4kdy, ||/||2=</,/>. 
— oo 
We also consider the linear operator 
1 
Аф (у) = ф " (у) - — yq>' (у) +Ф (и) 
with domain П(А) = {ср^Щ
ос
 (R) : ф, фл and ф" belong to LJ(R)}. This 
operator is self-adjoint in LJ(R), and its spectrum consists of the eigenva­
lues {l—n/2: /2=0, 1, 2 , . . . } . , The eigenfunction corresponding to the 72-th 
eigenvalue is the modified 72-th Hermite polynomial Hn(y) given in (1.9). 
Notice that ||Я
П
||==1 for any 72. Therefore, substituting (2.2) in (2.1), multi-
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plying by Н
п
(у)е~уУк and integrating over the whole line, we obtain for n— 
= 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
oo 
(2.3a) d n ( x ) = ( 1-^ап{х)--~{нп{у), [ £ , ak{x)Hk'(y)]* X 
P fc=0 
oo 
x f ^ - D + ^ a ^ x ) ^ ^ ) ] " 1 ) , 
fc=0 
oo 




(г,) 1 [^ah(x)Hh'(y)Y X 
oo 
x[l + £ak(x)Hk(y)] 
ft=0 
For any nonnegative integer n, m and Z, set now 
+ oo 
4 N M L = j IIn(y)Hm(y)U,(y)e v"'dy. 
— oo 
We shall show at the end of this paper (cf. Appendix) that 
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assuming that all coefficients ah{i) (and hence if>(z/, т ) ) are small enough, 
for large г, we then have that 
oo oo 










P . k=0 
=
 о/ 1 „ ч (Ь)ЧМп,Л-1,п»-1+ • • • , 
so that (2.3) yields, for гг=0, 1, 2 , . . . 
(2.6a) a n = ( l - - ^ - ) g n - ^ (kmykahamAntk-i.m-i+-...-i-• 
(2.6b) «n = ( l - - ^ - ) « n - y - ^ , ( /bm) , / 2 a f t a m ^ n ) f t _ l j r n _ 1 +. . . . 
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By analogy with classical ODE theory, we expect that one of the modes in 
(2.2) will eventually dominate, i .e. г|)(г/, т)^а5(х)Н5{у) as x-^°° for some 
7=0, 1, 2 , . . . , so that the behaviour of the anrs is given in the first approxi­
mation by an{%)~bUnan{x), where 6 j , n =l if j=n and 6 ; > = 0 otherwise. It then 
follows from (2.6) that, if /==3, 4, . . . , the linear part dominates there, and 
(1.12) follows. For / = 0 , 1 this linear approximation yields unstable terms 
so that, in view of (1.7), (1.8) this case must be excluded. Finally, when 
7=2 , we have 
(2.7a) d 2 (x) = - — а 2 2 ( х ) Л 2 1 1 + . . . = f . ' f 4 Ч а а » а ( т ) + , . . , 
(2.7b) а 2 ( т ) = - а 2 2 ( т ) ^ 2 1 1 + . . . = - 7 7 ^ Г а 2 2 ( т ) + . . . . 
(4я) 
Integrating (2.7), (1.11) follows. We shall denote henceforth i|)2 and"'\|)n .in 
(1.11), (1.12) as the second and the third type,solutions respectively. 
§ 3. Higher-order asymptotics: the inner region 
Having obtained (1.10) —(1.12), we next proceed to derive higher-order 
expansions for the second and the third type solutions. To this end, we no­
tice that equations (2.1) yield, for i|) small enough, • . , 
i . P Ш2 
2 * r u p-1 (/?—1)+гр 
- у - (•,)•'•( i - p p + • • ) , 
1 
Ь=$м ~ — УЬ+У- Ш2 (1~г|)+. . . ) , 
whence, using (2.2) 
(3.1a) a n = ( l - - ^ ) a n - — P ~ — <ЯП, ( ^ ) 2 > + — < Я П , ф (*,)*>+ ... 
Л 2 / ( p - 1 ) 2 (P -1 ) 
(3.1b) an = [l-^-)an-<Hn, (я|)у)2> + < Я п , ^ ( ^ ) 2 > + . . . . 




 \ Ъ?р 1 
a n = [ l - — ) a n - — — A n n — + . . . as x + o o , ( P - 1 ) 2 
(3.2b) a n = ( l —)a n—9 2M n l l-4-+... as x - ^ o o , 
x
 2 ' x" • * • 
where 
(3.3a) 6 1 = ( 2 » - 1 ( 4 я ) , / Ч р - 1 ) 2 ? 
(3.3b) 9 2 =2- , / 2 (4я ) ' л . 
Notice that by (2.4), Ann^0 if and only if гг=0,2. To lower order terms, we 
have to retain only the case гг=0, and since A0ii= (4я)~' л , we arrive at 
( 4 я ) / 4 ( р - 1 ) x 2 
e2
2
 1 , 
fl0=g0— — - ~r . . . as x - ^ o o . ( 4 я ) л x2 
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As in the first approximation a 0 = 0 , we then obtain 
.,' • ' oo - . 
/ r . • • • ; ' : ^ ; * V - • l s ^ f ^ * - ' • , . • ' 
dSp 1 
^ • / / N ' / 4 / Л 4 2 ~ A S T _ > 0 ° ' 
( 4 я ) / 4 ( р - 1 ) т 
oo 
(4n)' A * (4я)* T 2 as т-»-«>, 
whence 
< o , ^ / ч ~ ( 4 я ) > - 1 ) 2 1 
(3.4a) а 0 ( т ) « < т — г as т ^ о о , 
2p т 2 
(3.4b) а о ( т ) ~ — - — > — as т - > о о . 
2 т 
To estimate a2 ( t ) , we set 
(3.5) a n ( x ) = f (т )б п 2 +со п (т ) , 
where | ( о
п
( т ) | < 1 / т as T-+°°, 6 t j = l if i=j and zero otherwise, and | ( T ) = 0 / T > 
where 8=0! or 0 2 (cf. (3.3)) according to the context. On the other hand,, 
using (2.2), (2.5), we have 
<#2, ц Ш 2> « <я2; H2 (нлуу= ^ <H2HU H2HJ= 
X т 
oo oo 
= ШгНиН1ННъН2Н1У=~^А\и = -^- ( 4 2 1 1 + ^ L ) . 
Taking into account that by (3.1) cb4= —о) 4+0(о) 2/т), it then follows that 
co2 satisfies 
2o>, 5 ( 4 я ) ' л ( р - 1 ) 3 1 , 
. — t . 2 V , ^ + - - - a ^ ° ° v ' 
. 2©2 , 5 (4я ) ' л 1 , 
ш 2 = - — + - ^ - - + . . . a S T - o o , . 
whence, after integration 
(3.6a) (o2(x) = — + • — — + . . . as т-*°°, 
, „
Й М
 a , 5 (4я) ' л lnx , • (3.6b) CO 2 (T)= — + • — — — + . . . A S T °°-
X X 
We thus have obtained for solutions of the second type 
(3.7a) I | 5 2 ( J / , x) = — — + — H2(y) + 
, 5(4n)' ' ' ( p - 1 ) 3 l n x
 p , ^ ( 4 я ) * ( р - 1 ) ' - Я . ( у ) , ' 
2h jr x 2p x 
as x—*~°°, ' 
v , /
 ч
 (4я) ' А Я,(у) , q
 g . , 5(4K)' ;- 1ПТ G , \ , (3.7b) г|)2(г/,т) = — — - + — Н2{у)+ 2 Д » ( у ) + . 
di X X £ Т 
, (4я) ' д Я о Ы , 




 . . . . 
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where a is a free constant, and ^nli 
(3.8) #«(*/) = (4я) - ' \ Я 2 ( г / ) = [ 2 * ( 4 л ) ' л ] - 1 ( у 2 - 2 ) Г " • ^ 
We next obtain corresponding expansions for the third' type" is61uti6'us.?'We" 
then set .,
 f 




^ б м + с о Д т ) , . Z=3, 4, . : . , ; Г - ч " " n C 
where С is arbitrary/Substituting in (2.6), we obtain respectively , ,r л 
<Ь«(Т)= ( l - у ) ц , ( т ) - 2 ( р ^ 1 ) 2 , ^ , , ^ - , , n - , ^ - " > - + . . . , „ ! > 0 
: * « < T ) - ( I - у ) % ( t ) ~ i l , , ^ A , ^ ' + . . . . • 
By (2.4), Att „_,, „_i=0 if />2 (n—1) . Integrating the expressions above, w e 
deduce 
(3.9a) , М т ) = с ^ ' / 2 ) ^ ! 
( p - 1 ) 2 ,Z-2(rc-l) 
' if Z = 0 , l , . . , , 2 ( « - 1 ) - 1 , v . :
 ; ... 
C02(n-i) ( t ) =0C 2(n-i)^ ( 2 П ) Х TT -42(n-i) ,n-i ,n-iT£ ( 2 ~ n ) T 4~ . . . r 
2 (p-1 ) • , 
(3.9b) о, (%)=ale{i~l/2)*-n f l '"~ 1 ' n " 1 .CV 2 -">4- . . . 
. , • I—2(n— I):,:- к - г и . л / 
if Z = Q , l , . . . , 2 ( r c - l ) - l , • 
0)2(n-i) (T) = =0C2(n-i)^ ( 2 n ) T Г 4 2 ( n _ i ) ^ n _ i j n _ 1 T 6 ( 2 n^T+ . . . j 
^ • " ; ' * - ' . . . . t i 
where a/=0 if Z=0, 1, . . . , n, since e ( 1 _ n / 2 ) T must be the domiri&nt term 
T - ^ o o (cf. (3.1)) . We have then obtained } 
( 3 . 1 0 a ) Ь (у, т) =Ce»-^Hn ( * / ) - 7 ^ - £ ~г^Н1(у) + 
. 0 > - l )
 г
^ Г ^ - 2 ( п - 1 ) 
2 ( n - l ) - l • • • • • „ , 
Z = n + 1 




(у)-пС*е^£ /^"'"Гч + 
~ Z - 2 ( n - l ) 
2 ( n - l ) - l 
+ [ a 2 ( n - i ) - - ^ - С г М 2 ( п _ 1 ) , п _ 1 , п _ 1 т ] в ( 2 П ) Т Я 2 ( П _ 1 ) ( [ / )+ . . . a s т->«^ 
§ 4. Higher-order expansions: th intermediate region 
Consider first the case of the second type solutions. Taking into account 
(3.8), one readily see that (3.7) should lose its validity when |*/ | 2 «т. To 
Ш 
analyze the situation which then arises, we set 
Equations (1.6) become then 
<4.1a) Wx—±-W» + \{ — ^i) Wt+W- • P - ( p - 1 ) , 
x 2 * т 1 (p—l)x W 
<4.1b) Wr = — Wu + ^ ( — -l)wt+W- — ^f--l. 
x 2 x x 1 x W 
Our plan is now to match solutions of (4.1) with the functions г|э2 in (3.7). 
Using the definition of W and (3.8), we first write the expansions already 
obtained for W in the inner region in terms of the new variable £. This gives 
<4.2a) Щ | , г ) = ( р - 1 ) + - ^ Г - - ^ - + - 1 2 + 
4p 2p x x 
5 ( р - 1 ) Ч п т 2q 5 ( p - l ) 4 n x ( p - 1 ) 2 1 
8p 2 т x 2 4p 2 x 2 2p x 2 
<4.2b) W(l,x) = l + — I 2 - — + — 1 2 + - ' | 2
 r - - — + 
4 2x x 8 т x 4 x 
, 1 . 
2x 2 
"where a is a free constant. It is then natural to try in (4.1) an expansion 
<4.3> W(l,x)=W(>(l) + — Wl(l) + — W2(%) + . . . . 
X X 
Substituting (4.3) in (4.1), and matching with (4.2), we obtain 
<4.4a) W o ( l ) = ( p - l ) + c 0 ( l r , ^ ( S ) = c M | V -
(4.4b) И % ( | ) = 1 + с 0 Д 2 , WiiD^c^V, 
where • 
_ ( P - 1 ) 2 5 ( p - l ) 3 _ 1 _ 5 
4p 8p 2 4 8 
As to WP2(£), we obtain 
<4.5a) <6) — - i ^ l + i^Hl Г Ш (1 + ^ Г ) + c3>1|2, 
2p 4p v 4p ' 
•<4.5b) W 2 ( | ) = - y + i - l 2 l n ( l + | - | 2 ) + c 3 , 2 r 
for some free real constants с
зл
 and c 3 > 2. As a conclusion, we obtain the fol­
lowing behaviour for solutions of the second type in the region where | | | is 
Jbounded: 
.<4.6a> I T ( t l T , _ ( , - , > + i t « l t . + i f c l ) l ' - l ! j . + 
4p 8p 2 т 
+ ^ - i ^ + № H D ( 1 + f i r ) V . . 
т
 L
 2p 4p v 4p I 
as т-^°°, 
<4.6b) и^(|,х)=1 + ^ г + ф — Г + — f С . . .Г-4- + 
4 8 x x *- 2 
+ yr in ( l + ^ - i 2 ) ] + . . . as x - o o . 
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We conclude by performing the corresponding expansion for the third 
type solutions. It is then natural to use, as a new variable 
S=y exp [ (~ i - ) t ] - xiT-t)-
in the region where |g|--«-l. Equations, (1.4) are then transformed into 
(4.7a) Wx=e-(i-2/n)*Wn - — W \ + W - e ~ { i - 2 / n ) * ^ ^ -
n (p—1) w 
(4.7b) W^e-^-^Wx-^Wi+W-e-t1-2^ 
n W 
As in the previous case, we first write the expansion already obtained for W 
in the inner region in terms of the new variable. This yields 
(4.8a) W(l,x) = (p-l)+Ccn^~Ccn^ 





 R ' гЬ2(п-1)р-(1-2/п)тЛ. 4 ' 
^ • 2 ( n - i ) , n - l , n - i V 2 ( n - i ) T ' b c ' • • • 9 
2 ( p - l ) 
(4.8b) J F ( g , т ) = 1 + С с
п




" ^ | « - V - ( , - 2 / r t ) ' + 
2 ( n - l ) 
+ Jli а,с,Ъ1е<*-1'я>х-
l = n + i 
nC2 
л 2 ( п - 1 ) , п - 1 , п - 1 ^ 2 ( п - 1 ) С ^ . . . 
2 
as т->«>, where #n(!)=en£n—2-1/z(w—l).c»£n-a+... as g^«>. In view of 
(4.8), we now try in (4.7) the following expansion 
2 ( n - i ) 
W{%, x)=W0(l)+ P F , ( | ) е < 1 - г / " > 1 + т е - < 1 - 2 / п ) 1 < ? ( | ) + . . . . 
! = n + l 
Integrating the differential equations obtained for terms of similar order,, 
and matching with the corresponding quantities in (4.8), we get 
(4.9a) We(6) = ( p - i ) + i 4 . 6 " , 
(4.9b) 1Г„Ш=1+Л„|" , . • • 
( 4 . 1 0 ) 1 У , ( | ) = Л , Г , ^ ( | ) = A | 2 < " - ' V , ;> 
where 
(4.11) A0=Ccn, Ai=aid, l=n+l, . . . , 2(тг—1) — 1, ' y 
prcC2 (4.12a) R = — ^ 2 ( n - i ) > n - i , n - . i ^ 2 ( n - i ) ? 
2 ( p - 1 ) 2 
rcC2 
(4.12b) .=. • - « 4 г ( п - 1 ) , n - i , n - i C 2 ( n - i ) . 
Concerning W ^ n - n ( I ) , we obtain 
(4.13a) — - l V 2 ( n - i ) + — 6 ( W a ( n . 1 ) ) » - W 1 ( n ^ i > -
и ' n 
40T 
p-1 w 
<4.13b) ( — - 1W,,,-., + — ZiWun-iih-Wiin-tl 
[(W0)ty = (^»)u-<? 
w 
Taking into account (4.9) —(4.12), integrating the differential equation ob­
tained for W2(n-i)•(!•) yields 
(4.14a) . W2<n-i)(l)=Sl^-"-n(n-l)Ccnln-2+ 
+ | Л | Г " - " 1 п [ ( р - 1 ) + Л „ ё " ] + . . . , 
<4.14b) Wtln-l){t)=SV«-l>-n{n-l)Ccnt«-i+ 
+ | « | l - " - 1 ! l n ( 1 + Л
и
| " ) + . . . 
-ar t-»-«>, where S, С are free constants. Summing these results up, we have 
obtained the expansions 
2(n-l)-i 
<4.15a) W(l,t) = [(p-1)+Cc„r]+ J^a.c. i 'e"-"- ' ' -
pnC2 ' 
^ 2 ( n - i ) , n - i , n - l t - 2 ( n - l ) X g e i 2 ( p - l ) s 
: + е - ' 1 - 2 / " » т | 5 | г ( й - 1 , - / г ( г е - 1 ) С с
п
| п - 2 + 
2 ( p - 1 ) 2 ' 
^4.15fe) W r ( l , T ) = ( l + C c n | n ) + J] , а , с г | ( е < , - г / и ' т - -
nC2 
Л
 R T t 2 ( n - l ) p - ( l - 2 / n ) t J . 
^
 Л 2(п-1) ,п-1 | п-1 ( '2(п-1)1ь . c 1 
. fre-^n)x{siiln-i)-n(n-i)Ccnln-2+ 
• ^ 4-2(Ti-i),n-i,n-i^2(n-i)g2(n 4 ) In(H~Cc n g n ) f + . . . 
as т-^°°, where the expansions above are to be understood as consisting of 
{{p— 1 ) + C c n g n ] (resp. (1+Ccng n)) and the first nonzero term afterwards, 
l^otice that to avoid singularities, it seems reasonable to reduce ourselves the 
cases OO and n even. 
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APPENDIX 
We compute here the terms A n m i defined in (2.4). To this end, we first consider 
i h e integrals 
Inmi = j Hn(x)Hm(x)Hl(x)e-x2dx1 
4 0 8 
where, changing slightly our previous notation, Hn(x) represents •QO.wr.;th«'i^th-r-;.H«^ 
mi te polynomial. By a well-known generat ion formula ^ 




We now recall Catichy integral formula in; polydiscs |for 'functions Дг )
г
 analytical in Cnr 
1 С С С / (Ь. 
( A 2 )
 ••• 3 * 
oo 
where z = ( z i , ' . . . , z zJ e j i ^ x ' " . . Х £ ) л = / ) ( м ; 1 , n ) X . . . XD(wn, r n ) , D(wk, rk) being a disc im 
С centered at with radius r*. Set now "* ' ; ' " 
ф(*, <?,r) = ^ e x p [ - ( * 2 + s 2 + r 2 ) ] j exip[-x2+2(t+s+r)x]dx. 
We now mult iply in (Al) by exp (—x2) and integrate over R, to get „ 
, Inml 
(A3) ф ( ^
г
) = — - — — tnsmrl. > ... 
n,m, I — 0
 / : - • -u. 
From (A2) and (A3), we deduce tha t for some p ^ O - * 
/nml 1 f f Г Ф ( М . г ) ^ J J.-J - dt ds dr.. n\m\l\ ( 2 J U ) 3 ^ j i + n j i + m r i + i 
m = p M=P i r i = P 
Notice that , since 
J e x p ( - z 2 + 2 a # ) d : r = e x p ( a 2 ) J e x p [ - ( x - a ) 2 ] d x = n h e x p ( a 2 ) r 
— oo — oo 
we have that 
Ф(£, s, г ) = я , / 2 е х р [2(ts + tr+sr)}, . 
whence ; , 
n\m\l! С (* f exp[2(£s + * r+s r ) ] 
Inmi=n'2 • 1 — — dt dt dn (2m)3 J J J
 ti + nsi+mri + l 
1*1 = Ф M = p | r ! = p 
Moreover, setting a = 2 ( s - b r ) , we obtain 
n\ f exp(2(t<?4-tr)) • n\ f exp(a£) d n 
(A4) — - — — — dt = — - dt= - ( 6 ^ ) 1 ^ 0 = ^ 
2nt j £ 1 + r ? 2ш J t{+n dtn 
\t\=p \t\=p : • .; 
Therefore 
mill С С exp(2sr) [2(s + r ) ] n 
Inmi = nl2- :— I — — ds dr= ( 2 ш ) 2 J J
 sl+rnrl+l | S | - p И = р 
( 2 я 0 2 A:N J J
 si+m-hrl + l-n+k 
h==0 | s | = p ) r | = p 
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Assume for instance tha t m^n. Then, arguing as in (A4) 1 
ds= (2r) m ~ k — 
s1"" ' 
s o that 
a n d since 





^ j J | ^ j J 2 ^ * [ ( m - A ; ) U w l j r - c i + / - n - m + » ) ' d r > 
ft=0 Irl=p 
(l+«-»-m+»><*r=2ni6 2fc,m +h-l 
|r|=p 
ж a arr ive at 
1
пт1=2ппът 2 « - * [ ( w - * ) ' ! - ] - 1 6 t k . « + n - i . 
Therefore / n m ^ 0 if m+n—l is an even integer, 0<ra+rc—Z<2rc, whence m+n+l has 
t o be even and Km+n, m<l+n. Under such assumptions 
< A 5 ) 
2 n n , / 2 m ! Z ! 2 m - ( m + n - < > / 2 
(m-(m+n-l}/2)\ 
n 
m + n — l 
2 
n!w!Z! 
[ ( w + Z - w ) / 2 ] ! [ ( m + n - Z ) / 2 ] ! [ ( w + Z - m ) / 2 ] ! 









 с „ = [ 2 п / 2 ( 4 я ) % ' ( л ! ) 1 / « ] - 1 , and we just notice tha t 
A nml~2CnCmC ll nml, 
w h e n c e the result . , 
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